ABSTRACT

Nowadays we are live in a society that people are not equal. Rich society occupies an asset of around 70% and middle to poor society occupy asset only 30% of all asset.

So, I decide to make my story about a poor family that lives from hand to mouth but when they finally met a dead-end what they are going to do. Therefore, I create a story about one delivery man that unlucky by losing his wife and daughter. And must find justice by himself to find the murderer.

This Story can show the audiences that even good guy can become an assassin by meet dead-end solution and cannot rely on police or repression.

By creating five different scenes that pick from the story that I have been created. I selected five locations that differently mood and tone to make more variety of my thesis artwork. I will try my best to make it looks realistic as I can. I want to make it feel like it can be real in the world.

In term of lighting and texturing. I have been a photographer that uses the camera for more than eight years since I was young. I think I can use knowledge and reorganization from my eyes and adapt that knowledge to apply on 3D work.

Finally. After all patient of hardworking with all of my storytelling and design, I can create a cinematic environment scene to let audience admire at it and feel the story and understand what a story that always on my mind.
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